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JOPREP 10056/CINCINLANT/BITREP 45 OF 262200Z.

1. CURRENT ASW STATUS:

A. NINE CONTACTS SINCE 221026Z OPEN. RCAD IN FOUR COLUMNS.

CONTACT, LOCATION, STATUS, REMARKS
C-19 25-25N, 25-40W; HOT. PILOT DEBRIEF INDICATES POSSIBLY TWO FLEETROTS. POSSIBLE SOSUS INDICATION. TG 166.2 IS PROSECUTING.
C-19 26-40N, 30-36W, COLD; POSITIVE VISUAL SIGHTING BY VP-19 AIRCRAFT. TG 61.2 TOGETHER WITH TG 81.5 IS INVESTIGATING.
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C-20 27N; 70W 261048Z. 960US. RELIABILITY II RADIUS 30 MILES. GOLF CLASS INDICATIONS BEING INVESTIGATED BY CNO VP.

E-52 34-52N; 75-12W: GOLD: FURTHER DEBRIEF OF PILOT BASED ON OBSERVATION OF PHYSICAL FEATURES UPGRADES RELIABILITY. NORFOLK VP INVESTIGATING.

E-53 28-03N; 78-01W: GOLD. BEING INVESTIGATED BY TWC DD AND JAX VP.

B-28 44-50N EEAPW. GOLD.

B-29 43-20N; 29-26W. CLASS. UPGRADED TO POSSIBLE.

B-50 28-20N; 61-35W. GOLD GENERAL AREA SURVEILLANCE BY BDA VP.

E-50 26-33N; 75-55W. GOLD. GENERAL AREA COVERAGE BY JAX VP SUPPORT FOR TG 54.3

B. TG 83.2 (RANDOLPH AND ESCORT) TO FUEL FROM KASHASKIA PT 26TH VICINITY 27-10N 72-49W THEN PROCEED VICINITY C-19.

TG 83.1 (WASP AND ESCORT) DEPARTS NORVA PT 26TH TO OPERATE IN AREA 35N; 73W; 35W 69W; 31N 69W; 31N 73W. ASSUMES ASW READY DUTY 271300Z.

CALCATERA DEPARTS NEWPORT PRIOR TO 262100Z TO RELIEVE MILLS NOW TRAILING TEREK.

TG 136.2 (ESSEX AND ESCORT) PROSECUTING C-18.

C. EXTENSIVE QUARANTINE SURVEILLANCE IN SUPPORT OF TF 138 OPERATIONS IN ADDITION TO ABOVE. EXTENSIVE OCEANIC SHIPPING SURVEILLANCE PATROLS BEING FLOWN BY ASW FORCES TOGETHER WITH AIR FORCE SUPPORT EASTERN AREA STAGING FROM BERMUDA AND AZORES.
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